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Poll

Is reading a natural skill in humans?



Try not to read this message!



Poll

How old were you when you first started 
learning to read in your native language?



Age that children begin reading 

•Cultural norms
•Socio-economic factors
•Aptitude



Teaching Tool Kit



Learning to Read: Phonics



Is phonics an effective way to teach 
children how to read?

Poll



though

through

rough

thought

Read these words as they appear:

ough



Systematic: Syllabus



Explicit: Phonics Lesson



No-one Gets Left Behind



elephant

Learning to Read: Other Strategies

ph



elephant

Prediction



Pictures and Words:      
Teaching Vocabulary



•Sight words: the bonding of words to 
their pronunciations in our long-term 
memory

•E.g. high-frequency grammar words: 
the, of, to

Memorization



How many phonemes 
(individual sounds) are 
there in the word 
elephant?

7 phonemes:
e-l-e-ph-a-n-t

elephant





Reading to Learn English



Look Reading Lesson



collector collection

Vocabulary



Closed question
Look at the picture. 
Are these toy robots?

Open questions
How many robots can 
you see?
What colors are the 
robots?

Critical thinking
Do you think these 
robots are new?

Context: Photos or   
Illustrations



1. Have students follow along with 
their fingers as they listen.

2. Stop at random places and have 
students point to where you are in 
the paragraph.

3. Have students respond using TPR to 
certain words

4. Cut up the paragraph into sentence 
strips. Read the first sentence and 
have students find it, and so on.

5. Read the whole paragraph and 
have students put the sentences in 
order.

6. Have the class chorus each 
sentence.

7. Ask individual students to read out 
a sentence each, in the style of a 
readers’ theatre.

Listen and Read



Reading Comprehension



Reading as a springboard for writing, 
drawing, speaking, and presenting



Writing is the most neglected 
language skill in the EFL classroom.

(Agree/Disagree)

Poll



"Reading can be thought of as preparation for writing, and 
writing as producing something to be read."

-Shin & Crandall, 2014

"The main difficulty with free writing activities seems to be going 
from nothing to something."

-Scott & Ytreberg, 1990



Look Workbook: Guided Writing Task



Students can “publish” their work



Speaking



Reading to learn about the world



Activity 1: set the 
context and focus 
on vocabulary

Activity 2: graded 
reading text

Activity 3:
comprehension of 
language and topic

Activity 4: critical 
thinking task

Activity 5: application

Linking to Content Areas



Insect Safari



Summary: 
Learning to Read, Reading to Learn
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